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Fast Enterprises Receives Awards from Great Place to Work and Glassdoor

Centennial, CO, 29 December 2019 – Fast Enterprises (FAST), a leader in IT software solutions for
government agencies, has recently been named the recipient of three awards for workplace excellence.
Great Place to Work includes FAST on its lists of Best Workplaces in Technology and Best Workplaces for
Diversity and, for the sixth year in a row, FAST has made Glassdoor’s Best Places to Work.
Both organizations base their rankings on anonymous feedback from current employees. Great Place to
Work distributes a survey that asks respondents over 60 questions about their employer. Their
evaluation considers “[employee] experiences of trust and reaching their full human potential as part of
their organization, no matter who they are or what they do.” Glassdoor gathers information through
anonymous company reviews submitted on their web platform. The company processes data with a
proprietary algorithm that analyzes the quantity, quality, and consistency of reviews received
throughout the year. Glassdoor ask employees about “[the] best reasons to work for their employer
(pros), any downsides (cons), and [also encourages employees] to provide advice to management.”
FAST provides three separate IT solutions for various levels of government, including departments of
revenue, motor vehicle, and employment. The company has implemented its software across the United
States and Canada, serving over 30 total states and provinces; and abroad, in countries that include
Finland, Jamaica, and New Zealand.
Those who work at FAST are warmly referred to as FASTies. FASTies are implementation specialists,
software pioneers, and adventure seekers. The implementation methodology at FAST ensures a high
level of client engagement, which would not be possible without FASTies. Over 1,300 people have joined
the company as of 2019, each of whom contributes to FAST’s unique company culture and mission to
help governments better serve their constituents.
The growing communities of FASTies across the United States and beyond drive FAST forward just as
much as its software innovation and implementation strategy. Awards from Great Place to Work and
Glassdoor are a source of pride and a reminder of what sets FAST apart from other companies. Direct
feedback from FASTies, the people at the heart of the company, helps FAST continue to evolve while
maintaining the spirit of a small company that is committed as much to its employees as its product.

